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WORK SAMPLE PORTFOLIO
Annotated work sample portfolios are provided to support implementation of the Foundation − Year 10 Australian
Curriculum.
Each portfolio is an example of evidence of student learning in relation to the achievement standard. Three portfolios
are available for each achievement standard, illustrating satisfactory, above satisfactory and below satisfactory
student achievement. The set of portfolios assists teachers to make on-balance judgements about the quality of their
students’ achievement.
Each portfolio comprises a collection of students’ work drawn from a range of assessment tasks. There is no predetermined number of student work samples in a portfolio, nor are they sequenced in any particular order. Each work
sample in the portfolio may vary in terms of how much student time was involved in undertaking the task or the degree
of support provided by the teacher. The portfolios comprise authentic samples of student work and may contain errors
such as spelling mistakes and other inaccuracies. Opinions expressed in student work are those of the student.
The portfolios have been selected, annotated and reviewed by classroom teachers and other curriculum experts. The
portfolios will be reviewed over time.
ACARA acknowledges the contribution of Australian teachers in the development of these work sample portfolios.

THIS PORTFOLIO: YEAR 7 SCIENCE
This portfolio provides the following student work samples:
Sample 1

Investigation report: Separating mixtures

Sample 2

Investigation report: Water purification

Sample 3

Presentation: Should we recycle water for drinking?

Sample 4

Video analysis: Forces in sport

Sample 5

Poster: Super suits

Sample 6

Report: The Earth−sun−moon system

Sample 7

Worksheet: Classification

Sample 8

Written test: Living together

Sample 9

Investigation poster: Parachute design

In this portfolio, the student describes a range of techniques to separate a pure substance from a mixture (WS1,
WS2) and applies knowledge of the effects of unbalanced forces on motion through sports science and parachute
design investigations (WS4, WS5, WS9). The student explores the cycling of water through Earth systems and
explains how sustainable use of water is related to understanding of the water cycle (WS2).

COPYRIGHT
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, you may view, download, display, print,
reproduce (such as by making photocopies) and distribute these materials in unaltered form only for your personal, non-commercial educational purposes or for the non-commercial educational
purposes of your organisation, provided that you retain this copyright notice. For the avoidance of doubt, this means that you cannot edit, modify or adapt any of these materials and you cannot
sub-license any of these materials to others. Apart from any uses permitted under the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth), and those explicitly granted above, all other rights are reserved by ACARA. For
further information, refer to (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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The student explains how the relative positions of the Earth, sun and moon are related to seasons on Earth (WS6).
The student demonstrates understanding of the effect of environmental changes on feeding relationships (WS8) and
uses classification to group and differentiate organisms (WS7). The student describes how scientific knowledge has
been used to address the problems of water conservation (WS2) and athlete performance (WS5) and indicates how
the solution might impact various groups in society differently (WS5).
The student poses a question that can be investigated scientifically (WS9) and identifies variables to be changed
and measured (WS1, WS9). The student selects equipment to improve measurement accuracy (WS9) and
describes improvements to investigation methods that could improve the quality of the data collected (WS1,
WS2). The student identifies trends in data (WS1, WS9), summarises data from different sources (WS3, WS9)
and uses evidence to support investigation conclusions (WS1, WS2, WS3, WS9). The student communicates
ideas, methods and findings using scientific language and a range of appropriate representations (WS1, WS2,
WS3, WS4, WS5, WS6, WS7, WS8, WS9).

COPYRIGHT
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, you may view, download, display, print,
reproduce (such as by making photocopies) and distribute these materials in unaltered form only for your personal, non-commercial educational purposes or for the non-commercial educational
purposes of your organisation, provided that you retain this copyright notice. For the avoidance of doubt, this means that you cannot edit, modify or adapt any of these materials and you cannot
sub-license any of these materials to others. Apart from any uses permitted under the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth), and those explicitly granted above, all other rights are reserved by ACARA. For
further information, refer to (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Investigation report: Separating mixtures
Year 7 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 7, students describe techniques to separate pure substances from mixtures. They

represent and predict the effects of unbalanced forces, including Earth’s gravity, on motion. They explain

how the relative positions of the Earth, sun and moon affect phenomena on Earth. They analyse how the

sustainable use of resources depends on the way they are formed and cycle through Earth systems. They
predict the effect of environmental changes on feeding relationships and classify and organise diverse

organisms based on observable differences. Students describe situations where scientific knowledge from

different science disciplines has been used to solve a real-world problem. They explain how the solution was
viewed by, and impacted on, different groups in society.

Students identify questions that can be investigated scientifically. They plan fair experimental methods,
identifying variables to be changed and measured. They select equipment that improves fairness and

accuracy and describe how they considered safety. Students draw on evidence to support their conclusions.
They summarise data from different sources, describe trends and refer to the quality of their data when

suggesting improvements to their methods. They communicate their ideas, methods and findings using
scientific language and appropriate representations.

Summary of task
Students had been learning about various techniques that can be used to separate a mixture. They had completed a
series of guided practical tasks where each technique was practised and applied to a common mixture. Students had
also demonstrated safe working practices in the laboratory and had obtained their ‘Bunsen burner licence’.
In this investigation, students were required to separate pistolite (iron ore) and salt from a mixture that also contained
sand, birdseed and gravel. Three 100-minute lessons were provided to plan, undertake and complete a report on the
investigation. A scaffolded worksheet was provided and students were encouraged to review their previous practical
and theory work on the topic.
Students were advised that Bunsen burners present fire hazards. They were required to tie back their
hair, ensure the bench space was clear of other materials and ensure they did not leave the open flame
unattended. They were reminded that the equipment would be hot and could cause burns if not handled using
appropriate techniques.
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Investigation report: Separating mixtures
Annotations

Describes a method to separate iron and
salt from a mixture.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
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Investigation report: Separating mixtures
Annotations

Uses scientific diagrams to represent
separation techniques.

Records data collected and compares
recovered quantities to original quantities.

Copyright
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Investigation report: Separating mixtures
Annotations

Describes likely sources of error in
procedures based on discrepancies in
data.

Suggests improvements to procedures
that could minimise identified errors.

Annotations (Overview)
The student uses scientific language and diagrams to communicate methods and findings.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
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Investigation report: Water purification
Year 7 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 7, students describe techniques to separate pure substances from mixtures. They

represent and predict the effects of unbalanced forces, including Earth’s gravity, on motion. They explain

how the relative positions of the Earth, sun and moon affect phenomena on Earth. They analyse how the

sustainable use of resources depends on the way they are formed and cycle through Earth systems. They
predict the effect of environmental changes on feeding relationships and classify and organise diverse

organisms based on observable differences. Students describe situations where scientific knowledge from

different science disciplines has been used to solve a real-world problem. They explain how the solution was
viewed by, and impacted on, different groups in society.

Students identify questions that can be investigated scientifically. They plan fair experimental methods,
identifying variables to be changed and measured. They select equipment that improves fairness and

accuracy and describe how they considered safety. Students draw on evidence to support their conclusions.
They summarise data from different sources, describe trends and refer to the quality of their data when

suggesting improvements to their methods. They communicate their ideas, methods and findings using
scientific language and appropriate representations.

Summary of task
Students were investigating the ways in which different substances could be separated from a range of mixtures.
They had undertaken guided practical tasks using filtration apparatus and were familiar with basic measuring
equipment. Students were also aware of the requirements for carrying out fair tests and the need to control variables.
In this task, students worked in groups of three to design and conduct an investigation comparing how well
household materials filter polluted water. Each group was given 150 mL of polluted water. Students were required
to supply their own filtering materials and other household equipment. Three 50-minute lessons were allocated to
complete the scaffolded planning worksheet, three lessons to undertake the experiment and two lessons for the final
scientific report.
Students were warned not to ingest the polluted water.
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Investigation report: Water purification
Annotations

Identifies independent and dependent
variables.

Copyright
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Investigation report: Water purification
Annotations
Provides a thorough list of variables to
be controlled and describes detailed
strategies to control them.

Constructs a scientific diagram to
represent equipment set-up.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
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Investigation report: Water purification
Annotations

States a clear aim for the investigation.

Constructs a hypothesis and justifies
reasoning.

Describes an appropriate and detailed
method for the investigation including
references to controlled variables.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Investigation report: Water purification
Annotations
Constructs an appropriate table to record
quantitative and qualitative data.

Uses a bar graph to represent
summarised quantitative data.
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Investigation report: Water purification
Annotations
Analyses the results and summarises
investigation findings.

Considers sources of error in the method
design and suggests ways to overcome
the problems encountered during the
investigation.

Annotations (Overview)
The student uses scientific language and representations to communicate methods and findings of an investigation.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
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Presentation: Should we recycle water for drinking?
Year 7 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 7, students describe techniques to separate pure substances from mixtures. They

represent and predict the effects of unbalanced forces, including Earth’s gravity, on motion. They explain

how the relative positions of the Earth, sun and moon affect phenomena on Earth. They analyse how the

sustainable use of resources depends on the way they are formed and cycle through Earth systems. They
predict the effect of environmental changes on feeding relationships and classify and organise diverse

organisms based on observable differences. Students describe situations where scientific knowledge from

different science disciplines has been used to solve a real-world problem. They explain how the solution was
viewed by, and impacted on, different groups in society.

Students identify questions that can be investigated scientifically. They plan fair experimental methods,
identifying variables to be changed and measured. They select equipment that improves fairness and

accuracy and describe how they considered safety. Students draw on evidence to support their conclusions.
They summarise data from different sources, describe trends and refer to the quality of their data when

suggesting improvements to their methods. They communicate their ideas, methods and findings using
scientific language and appropriate representations.

Summary of task
This task was undertaken at the end of a unit of work on water as an important resource. Throughout the unit,
students performed various experiments and tests on water samples. They investigated the water cycle from
Indigenous perspectives and analysed water use throughout the world. They also researched media reports on the
issue of recycling water.
The question posed to students was, ‘Should waste water be recycled and used for drinking?’ Students were given
approximately two weeks to complete the task, including four lessons to carry out their research. Students were
asked to present their findings using a visual aid of their choice.
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Presentation: Should we recycle water for drinking?
Annotations

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For
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Presentation: Should we recycle water for drinking?
Annotations
Conserving water in Melton...
I grew up in Melbourne, well Melton to be exact I experienced
one of the longest droughts Melbourne has seen in a very
long time. Water restrictions were in place meaning we could
not water our gardens or wash our cars. Mum would have
buckets in the shower to catch water to put on the gardens.
We could only have 3 minute showers and if I had a bath we
would bucket the water out onto the garden. All of our
laundry water went out onto the garden and we had wheelie
bins full of water that we would hose out onto the gardens.

Uses links to personal experience to demonstrate an
understanding of the need for sustainable use of water.

At this time it was against council policy to have a water tank
or any form of catchment in your residential yard you could
actually in the beginning get fined for catching water but then
they finally realised the importance of saving water.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For
more information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/
copyright).
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Presentation: Should we recycle water for drinking?
Annotations
Our catchment dam Melton reservoir was so low that large
amounts of chlorine and softeners were being used just so we
could have drinking water. It really smelled when we had a
shower! Mum and dad put a new filtering tap in which had a
filter that cleaned the water so we could drink it without
boiling it.
I understand the need for water conservation because water is
precious and we all really need it.
I will leave you with one final note; my grandad runs a 40-acre
farm in Toolern Vale and he has two water tanks one for
drinking, the other just to hold water. He has access to town
water but chooses not to use it so when we are on the farm
we are using his water tanks and we understand the value of
water and what it means to the farm.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For
more information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/
copyright).
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Presentation: Should we recycle water for drinking?
Annotations



Renewable does not mean it is an endless
source, it means it may run out, but over time
it will renew itself making water a renewable
resource. For example, if we suffer drought in
Australia and our water runs out, we will
eventually have water again because the
global water cycle continues. Although water
can be trapped for a long time in the ice caps
and can be not useable for drinking, there
will always be the same amount of water on
Earth.

Describes water as a renewable resource and identifies that
renewable resources may be depleted in the short term but
replaced in the longer term.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For
more information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/
copyright).
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Presentation: Should we recycle water for drinking?
Annotations

Secondary source image of the water cycle.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For
more information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/
copyright).
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Presentation: Should we recycle water for drinking?
Annotations









The earths water continually moves around the planet as it
moves through the atmosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere and
geosphere through the processes of evaporation, condensation,
precipitation and collection.
Evaporation – the sun heats up earth’s bodies of water and turns
it into vapour or steam which rises into the atmosphere.
Condensation – the water vapour gets cold when its in the air
and condenses back to liquid forming clouds.
Precipitation – this happens when water has condensed so much
in the atmosphere that the air can’t hold it any more, the clouds
become full an they release the water back to the surface of the
earth in the form or rain, hail, sleet and snow.
Collection – water falls down onto the earth it may land in water
catchment areas or it lands on the earth itself. When it lands on
the earth it can soak in becoming ‘ground water’ or it can move
over the soil and collect in oceans or lakes. Plants and animals
also store lots of water – did you know that humans are 70%
water?!

Provides a description of the water cycle that indicates movement
of water between Earth systems.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For
more information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/
copyright).
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Presentation: Should we recycle water for drinking?
Annotations










We need to understand the water cycle so as
humans we don’t overuse the fresh water that’s
available and run out of it as its critical to our
survival.
The whole biosphere made up of plants and
animals needs water to survive.
Only 3% of earths water is fresh water, 97% is salt
water.
¾ of the worlds fresh water is locked away in
polar icecaps or is polluted.
Our planets water cycle feeds different places
over time meaning if Australia is in drought it will
be replenished, but only in due time.
Australian water supplies are effected by the El
Nino and La nina events.

Identifies that the global water cycle is affected by climatic events
and that rainfall varies locally in consequence.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For
more information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/
copyright).
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Presentation: Should we recycle water for drinking?
Annotations




Australia is currently entering into an El nino period
meaning the ocean temperatures across the pacific
and Indian oceans have changed. The West coast of
Indonesia has colder water temperatures but the East
Coast of Africa has warmer ocean temperatures. This
reduces evaporation and moisture throughout the
tropical oceans which is normally carried into the
Australian atmosphere, this reduction will lead to less
rain falling in Australia for a period of 12 months to 2
years.
La nina occurs in tropical oceans not as often as el
nino, cooler than average water temperatures occur
meaning less or no rain falling in regions causing
drought. The wind blows strongly moving sun
warmed surface water further west and increasing
cold water in the eastern regions, this has an impact
on the southern osciallation and brings drought to
south America and heavy rain to Australia and
Indonesia.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For
more information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/
copyright).
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Presentation: Should we recycle water for drinking?
Annotations




All Australians living in all areas of Australia
should not take water for granted, Darwin has
the smallest population in Australia but uses
the most water per head than anyone!
With our population growing we will soon
experience the affects of El nino and the
added pressure of human water use on the
Darwin River dam, this will be a very alarming
situation for Darwin.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For
more information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/
copyright).
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Presentation: Should we recycle water for drinking?
Annotations
Analyses the sustainability of Darwin’s water supply by
considering storage, patterns of use, recycling and possible
effects of climate change.






Darwin River Dam is Darwin’s main water source and refills in the wet season.
The dam is broad but shallow, with 265,000 megalitres of water covering 41
square kilometres with an average depth of 8 metres
Climate change and the demand for water will see an increase in demand which
will see more taken from the dam each year.
THE PEOPLE OF DARWIN USE TWICE AS MUCH WATER PER HEAD AS PEOPLE IN
OTHER CAPITAL CITIES. SO MUCH, IN FACT, THAT WE ARE REACHING THE LIMITS
OF CURRENT CAPACITY.

Graph of Darwin River Dam Water
Level and Rainfall

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For
more information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/
copyright).
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Presentation: Should we recycle water for drinking?
Annotations

Graph of Darwin water use.

Copyright
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Presentation: Should we recycle water for drinking?
Annotations







We need to work towards reducing our water
consumption, we need to achieve sustainable
water use.
Given we only have access to 3% of the worlds
water as fresh water, we should ensure that
we conserve that three percent for important
things, like sustaining life on earth, rather
than flushing toilets!
We also need to make sure that our fresh
water is clean and unpolluted.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For
more information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/
copyright).
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Presentation: Should we recycle water for drinking?
Annotations









Predictions of rainfall and climate change let
us know when we can use water and when we
should conserve it.
Water purification techniques enable us make
more water clean for drinking, such as
desalination plants.
Models that tell us how much water we can
take from rivers or water tables before the
environment will be affected.
Water recycling techniques.

Identifies a range of contributions of science and scientists to
water conservation.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For
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copyright).
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Presentation: Should we recycle water for drinking?
Annotations







Recycled water is a good idea if we are really desperate but its
not really a sustainable way forward because it involves using
energy, which means maybe even using more water in coal
electricity plants!
There is also still debate on how safe it is to use recycled water
and whether all the pharmaceuticals that end up in our waste can
be fully removed.
But really its a philosophical thing because the truth is if we keep
wasting our resources than eventually we are going to screw up
our planet trying to fix things so that more and more people can
live on earth. A better solution is to STOP WASTING WATER.
Rather than investing in lots of money to build a water recycling
facility we should make water really expensive so that people in
Darwin stop using so much of it. Or we should introduced rules
that say all houses have to have water tanks and water efficient
appliances and use grey water to flush toilets.

Evaluates the value of recycling drinking water with reference to
the impacts on the environment and society.

Annotations (Overview)
Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For
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copyright).
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The student constructs evidence-based arguments based on
data from a range of sources and uses scientific language
and appropriate representations to communicate ideas and
research findings.
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Video analysis: Forces in sport
Year 7 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 7, students describe techniques to separate pure substances from mixtures. They

represent and predict the effects of unbalanced forces, including Earth’s gravity, on motion. They explain

how the relative positions of the Earth, sun and moon affect phenomena on Earth. They analyse how the

sustainable use of resources depends on the way they are formed and cycle through Earth systems. They
predict the effect of environmental changes on feeding relationships and classify and organise diverse

organisms based on observable differences. Students describe situations where scientific knowledge from

different science disciplines has been used to solve a real-world problem. They explain how the solution was
viewed by, and impacted on, different groups in society.

Students identify questions that can be investigated scientifically. They plan fair experimental methods,
identifying variables to be changed and measured. They select equipment that improves fairness and

accuracy and describe how they considered safety. Students draw on evidence to support their conclusions.
They summarise data from different sources, describe trends and refer to the quality of their data when

suggesting improvements to their methods. They communicate their ideas, methods and findings using
scientific language and appropriate representations.

Summary of task
Students were part way through a unit investigating forces. They had explored the effect of pushes and pulls, gravity
and friction on the motion of objects. They had discussed the concepts of balanced and unbalanced forces, and how
these could be inferred by analysing the motion of objects.
In this task, students were asked to take on the role of a sports scientist and make observations about an athlete’s
performance in pole vaulting. After watching a short video clip of an athlete competing in this event, students
considered the forces involved and their effects on the athlete’s motion and the pole. They used force arrows to
show the direction and relative size of the forces and were asked to make predictions based on scenarios in which
the forces were changed. Students also considered how the athlete’s performance could be improved in light of their
understanding of the forces involved.
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Video analysis: Forces in sport
Annotations

Provides a detailed description of the
forces acting on a pole vaulter, including
identifying air resistance.

Uses arrows to represent the relative size
of the opposing forces acting on a pole
vaulter.
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Work sample 4

Year 7

Science

Above satisfactory

Video analysis: Forces in sport
Annotations
Describes the effect of unbalanced forces
on a pole vaulter.

Describes the effect of balanced forces
on a pole vaulter.

Annotations (Overview)
The student communicates ideas using scientific language and appropriate representations.
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Work sample 5

Science

Year 7

Above satisfactory

Poster: Super suits
Year 7 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 7, students describe techniques to separate pure substances from mixtures. They

represent and predict the effects of unbalanced forces, including Earth’s gravity, on motion. They explain

how the relative positions of the Earth, sun and moon affect phenomena on Earth. They analyse how the

sustainable use of resources depends on the way they are formed and cycle through Earth systems. They
predict the effect of environmental changes on feeding relationships and classify and organise diverse

organisms based on observable differences. Students describe situations where scientific knowledge from

different science disciplines has been used to solve a real-world problem. They explain how the solution was
viewed by, and impacted on, different groups in society.

Students identify questions that can be investigated scientifically. They plan fair experimental methods,
identifying variables to be changed and measured. They select equipment that improves fairness and

accuracy and describe how they considered safety. Students draw on evidence to support their conclusions.
They summarise data from different sources, describe trends and refer to the quality of their data when

suggesting improvements to their methods. They communicate their ideas, methods and findings using
scientific language and appropriate representations.

Summary of task
Students were investigating the forces that act on athletes and objects in various Olympic sports. They were familiar
with concepts such as friction, gravity, thrust and buoyancy and the way that they impact on motion. They had
considered examples in which scientific knowledge of forces had been used to improve the performance of athletes.
In this task, students were required to answer a series of questions relating to the forces that act on swimmers and
the role that improved swimsuits have had on swimmers’ performance. Students were encouraged to use their
workbooks and carry out research to help them to answer the questions. They were required to present their answers
in the form of a small poster. Students commenced the task during a 100-minute lesson and completed it in their own
time over the following week.
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Work sample 5

Year 7

Science

Above satisfactory

Poster: Super suits
Annotations
Swimmers who are from poor or
developing countries would not view
the super suits as a positive. They
might not be able to afford the super
suits which would mean that the
sport of swimming would not be a
level playing field. Other swimmers
from a previous time may also see
the suits as a negative development
since their world records will be
broken.

[Type a quote from the document or

[Type a quote from the document or the summary of an
interesting point. You can position the text box anywhere
Identifies when the forces acting
in the document. Use the Drawing Tools tab to change the
unbalanced.
formatting ofand
the pull
quote text box.]

When a swimmer is floating in a swimming pool the forces acting on him are balanced
which is why he is at rest. When a swimmer is swimming at a constant speed the forces
acting on him are balanced as well. When a swimmer is accelerating the forces acting on
him are unbalanced. The thrust force is bigger than the drag force which us why he moves
forward through the water at an increasing speed.

Super suits help create new world records. Swimmers and coaches would view
them as a positive development for swimming because they improve the
performance of the swimmers. Crowds who watch the Olympics at the pool and on
television would view them as positive as well because it is more exciting to watch
when the swimmers swim faster. Swim suit companies like Speedo would also view
them as positive because they make money from people buying their super suits.

Constructs force diagrams to illustrate the
forces
acting
on
a
the summary
of an
interesting
point.
You can position the text box
swimmer at rest, moving at constant speed
and
accelerating.
anywhere in the document. Use the
Drawing Tools tab to change the

on theformatting
swimmer
arequote
balanced
of the pull
text box.]

Identifies several societal groups who viewed the development of
the super suits positively and negatively and explains why they
hold these views.

Explains the effect of the super suits with references to the forces
that affect the swimmer’s movement.

Super suits are made using a foam-type
material called Polyurethane. Polyurethane
consists of microcells that each holds a pocket
of gas which is less dense than water. As a
result of the gas pockets, the swimmer
becomes more buoyant and floats slightly
higher in the water. The higher the swimmer,
the less resistance or drag they experience
holding them back and slowing them down.
This allows them to swim faster.

Explains how science has improved the performance of Olympic
swimmers.

Annotations (Overview)
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Work sample 6

Science

Year 7

Above satisfactory

Report: The Earth−sun−moon system
Year 7 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 7, students describe techniques to separate pure substances from mixtures. They

represent and predict the effects of unbalanced forces, including Earth’s gravity, on motion. They explain

how the relative positions of the Earth, sun and moon affect phenomena on Earth. They analyse how the

sustainable use of resources depends on the way they are formed and cycle through Earth systems. They
predict the effect of environmental changes on feeding relationships and classify and organise diverse

organisms based on observable differences. Students describe situations where scientific knowledge from

different science disciplines has been used to solve a real-world problem. They explain how the solution was
viewed by, and impacted on, different groups in society.

Students identify questions that can be investigated scientifically. They plan fair experimental methods,
identifying variables to be changed and measured. They select equipment that improves fairness and

accuracy and describe how they considered safety. Students draw on evidence to support their conclusions.
They summarise data from different sources, describe trends and refer to the quality of their data when

suggesting improvements to their methods. They communicate their ideas, methods and findings using
scientific language and appropriate representations.

Summary of task
Students had been investigating the Earth−sun−moon system, including manipulating physical and digital models
and engaging in role plays to explore the relative movement of each body.
Students were asked to provide a written or word-processed response to a number of questions relating to the
Earth−sun−moon system. Students began the task in class during a 50-minute lesson, and were required to complete
the task for homework. Students were encouraged to draw on their existing knowledge and understanding and
undertake research to ensure that their answers were factually correct.
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Work sample 6

Year 7

Science

Above satisfactory

Report: The Earth−sun−moon system
Annotations
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Work sample 6

Year 7

Science

Above satisfactory

Report: The Earth−sun−moon system
Annotations
Explains in detail how the tilt of Earth on
its axis, and its position in relation to the
sun, accounts for the seasons.

Recognises that the season different
countries experience at a given time
depends on their location on Earth’s
surface.

Explains why day length varies between
locations on Earth at a given time.

Describes the seasons experienced by
countries located near the equator.
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Work sample 6

Year 7

Science

Above satisfactory

Report: The Earth−sun−moon system
Annotations
Explains how seasons affect people in
their daily lives.
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Work sample 6

Year 7

Science

Above satisfactory

Report: The Earth−sun−moon system
Annotations

Annotations (Overview)
The student communicates ideas and findings using appropriate scientific language and representations.
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Work sample 7

Science

Year 7

Above satisfactory

Worksheet: Classification
Year 7 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 7, students describe techniques to separate pure substances from mixtures. They

represent and predict the effects of unbalanced forces, including Earth’s gravity, on motion. They explain

how the relative positions of the Earth, sun and moon affect phenomena on Earth. They analyse how the

sustainable use of resources depends on the way they are formed and cycle through Earth systems. They
predict the effect of environmental changes on feeding relationships and classify and organise diverse

organisms based on observable differences. Students describe situations where scientific knowledge from

different science disciplines has been used to solve a real-world problem. They explain how the solution was
viewed by, and impacted on, different groups in society.

Students identify questions that can be investigated scientifically. They plan fair experimental methods,
identifying variables to be changed and measured. They select equipment that improves fairness and

accuracy and describe how they considered safety. Students draw on evidence to support their conclusions.
They summarise data from different sources, describe trends and refer to the quality of their data when

suggesting improvements to their methods. They communicate their ideas, methods and findings using

scientific language and appropriate representations.

Summary of task
Students had investigated developing and using dichotomous keys to classify various groups of living and non-living
things. They had discussed the role of classification generally, and its specific role in science.
Students were required to make observations at a local wildlife park and to complete a number of tasks related to
classifying the animals at the park. They were required to complete the task individually.
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Work sample 7

Year 7

Science

Above satisfactory

Worksheet: Classification
Annotations

Identifies observable features of
kangaroos and emus.

Explains that scientists classify organisms
to share information, identify relationships
between organisms, measure diversity
and compare change over time.

Identifies that classification is based
on observable features and grouping
organisms.
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Work sample 7

Year 7

Science

Above satisfactory

Worksheet: Classification
Annotations

Collects data on the characteristics of
animals and constructs a dichotomous
key to classify them.

Annotations (Overview)
The student uses appropriate language and representations to communicate scientific ideas and findings.
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Work sample 8

Science

Year 7

Above satisfactory

Written test: Living together
Year 7 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 7, students describe techniques to separate pure substances from mixtures. They

represent and predict the effects of unbalanced forces, including Earth’s gravity, on motion. They explain

how the relative positions of the Earth, sun and moon affect phenomena on Earth. They analyse how the

sustainable use of resources depends on the way they are formed and cycle through Earth systems. They
predict the effect of environmental changes on feeding relationships and classify and organise diverse

organisms based on observable differences. Students describe situations where scientific knowledge from

different science disciplines has been used to solve a real-world problem. They explain how the solution was
viewed by, and impacted on, different groups in society.

Students identify questions that can be investigated scientifically. They plan fair experimental methods,
identifying variables to be changed and measured. They select equipment that improves fairness and

accuracy and describe how they considered safety. Students draw on evidence to support their conclusions.
They summarise data from different sources, describe trends and refer to the quality of their data when

suggesting improvements to their methods. They communicate their ideas, methods and findings using
scientific language and appropriate representations.

Summary of task
Students had undertaken a unit of work on ecosystems and the ways in which biotic components interact within
ecosystems. They completed various field, online and classroom-based activities where they explored the features
of different ecosystems, the ways in which organisms interacted, and the impact of environmental changes on
those relationships.
Students completed a written test at the end of the unit. They were given 50 minutes to complete the test. This work
sample includes a selection of the test questions.
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Work sample 8

Year 7

Science

Above satisfactory

Written test: Living together
Annotations

Constructs a plausible food chain using
appropriate representations.
Classifies organisms according to their
feeding relationships.

Makes plausible predictions about
changes to organism populations as a
result of flow-on effects of environmental
change.
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Work sample 8

Year 7

Science

Above satisfactory

Written test: Living together
Annotations

Identifies two different food chains within
a food web.
Makes plausible predictions about the
effect of population change on organisms
within a food web, with reference to
consumer, predator−prey and competitive
feeding relationships.

Identifies that changes to producer
populations have flow-on effects for all
organisms within the food web and that
these changes can accumulate over time
to change the ecosystem.

Annotations (Overview)
The student uses scientific language and constructs appropriate representations to communicate ideas.
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Work sample 9

Science

Year 7

Above satisfactory

Investigation poster: Parachute design
Year 7 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 7, students describe techniques to separate pure substances from mixtures. They

represent and predict the effects of unbalanced forces, including Earth’s gravity, on motion. They explain

how the relative positions of the Earth, sun and moon affect phenomena on Earth. They analyse how the

sustainable use of resources depends on the way they are formed and cycle through Earth systems. They
predict the effect of environmental changes on feeding relationships and classify and organise diverse

organisms based on observable differences. Students describe situations where scientific knowledge from

different science disciplines has been used to solve a real-world problem. They explain how the solution was
viewed by, and impacted on, different groups in society.

Students identify questions that can be investigated scientifically. They plan fair experimental methods,
identifying variables to be changed and measured. They select equipment that improves fairness and

accuracy and describe how they considered safety. Students draw on evidence to support their conclusions.
They summarise data from different sources, describe trends and refer to the quality of their data when

suggesting improvements to their methods. They communicate their ideas, methods and findings using
scientific language and appropriate representations.

Summary of task
As part of a unit on unbalanced forces, students were assigned the task of investigating parachute design and
constructing an experiment into one variable. Students independently selected their investigation question and
designed an experimental method. They were required to present their method and findings in the form of a poster
for an audience of their peers.
Students were provided with three lessons in class to design and conduct their investigation. They completed the
work in their own time.
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Work sample 9

Year 7

Science

Above satisfactory

Investigation poster: Parachute design
Annotations
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Work sample 9

Year 7

Science

Above satisfactory

Investigation poster: Parachute design
Annotations
Constructs a force diagram to indicate the
effects of gravity and air resistance on the
movement of the parachute.

Poses a clear question about the
relationship between two variables that
can be investigated scientifically.
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Work sample 9

Year 7

Science

Above satisfactory

Investigation poster: Parachute design
Annotations
Plans a fair experimental method by
identifying the variables to be controlled
(height of drop, timing approach).

Selects equipment to improve accuracy of
data collection (a stopwatch).

Identifies the variables to be changed and
measured.

Includes use of repeat trials in the
investigation design.

Constructs appropriate tables to record
data and summary data (average).

Constructs a graph to display summary
data.
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Work sample 9

Year 7

Science

Above satisfactory

Investigation poster: Parachute design
Annotations
Describes the trend observed and
gives an explanation based on an
understanding of the forces involved.

Supports the explanation using evidence
from secondary sources.

Draws a conclusion based on observed
evidence and evidence from secondary
sources.

Acknowledges information sources.

Annotations (Overview)
The student communicates methods and findings of a scientific investigation using appropriate scientific language and
representations.
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